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QUESTION 1

After which maintenance processes can a datastore garbage collection achieve the most regain of disk space? 

A. Re-index 

B. Compaction 

C. Version purge 

D. Workflow purge 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

A user is able to access the OSGi console from the outside on a publish instance. 

Which deny filter rule configured in the dispatcher would properly prevent access to the OSGi console? 

A. /felix/console/* 

B. /system/felix 

C. /system/* 

D. /console/felix 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A DevOps Engineer is configuring a non production deployment pipeline. The code quality is checked in the build
pipeline. A security check is configured in the deployment pipeline to identify any major security issues before a
production deployment. 

Which other check should be executed before deployment to production? 

A. A dispatcher invalidation rule check for replication functionality 

B. An OSGi configuration validity check for the new release 

C. A sling models validation check for the new release 

D. A performance check for the actual release functionality 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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What is the role of the External Login Module when setting up LDAP Authentication with AEM? 

A. It defines which Identity Provider and Sync Handler to use. 

B. It defines how the Identity Provider users and groups will be synchronized with the repository. 

C. It invokes JMX syncing of users. 

D. It defines how users are retrieved from the LDAP server. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-
manager/6-3/sites/administering/using/ldapconfig.html#ConfigureLDAPoverSSL 

 

QUESTION 5

A DevOps Engineer notices that the disk usage for an AEM author instance is constantly going up. 

Upon further investigation, it is revealed: 

-Online Compaction is unable to complete revision cleanup task during the daily maintenance window 

-Segment Store Size has gone up from 8 GB to 13 GB 

-The following message is logged in the error.log file 

Canceling RevisionGC. The task was either stopped by the user or the Maintenance Window reached its end - Lucene
Binaries Cleanup task completed successfully during the daily maintenance window 

What additional step can be performed during the weekly maintenance window to reduce the overall disk usage? 

A. Invoke startRevisionGC() for SegmentRevisionGarbageCollection mbean in the JMX console 

B. Invoke startBlobGC(boolean markOnly, boolean forceBlobIdRetrieve) for BlobGarbageCollection mbean in the JMX
console 

C. Set full compaction schedule property for com.adobe.granite.maintenance.crx.impl.RevisionCleanupTask to a
preferred day 

D. Set the job.topics property for com.adobe.granite.maintenance.crx.impl.DataStoreGarbageCollectionTask to
com/adobe/granite/ maintenance/job/DataStoreGarbageCollectionTask 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://helpx.adobe.com/experience-
manager/6-3/sites/deploying/using/revisioncleanup.html#OnlineRevisionCleanupFrequentlyAskedQuestions 

 

QUESTION 6

Recently published content is not visible on the search results on the public website. 

All results show on the author environment Some results show on the publish environment The LastIndexedTime metric
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is not updated when checking the Async Indexer stats MBean The user is trying to find the page by the title 

The following line appears regularly in the log: 

08.01.2019 01:22:04.474 *INFO* [pool-9-thread-2] org.apache.jackrabbit.oak.plugins.index.IndexUpdate Reindexing will
be performed for following indexes [/oak:index/damFileSize, /oak:index/lucene, /oak:index/ cqLastModified] 

How can the DevOps Engineer gather more information about the root cause of this issue? 

A. Increase the logging level for stdout.log to DEBUG in the sling log support configuration 

B. Increase the logging level for stderr.log to DEBUG by setting a JVM option 

C. Increase the logging level for org.apache.jackrabbit.oak.plugins.index 

D. Increase the logging level for the health reports in the maintenance UI 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 7

A DevOps Engineer is executing an online backup and wants to ensure consistency. This is a newer AEM version that
uses Oak as a repository with multiversion concurrency control. 

What setting is no longer required to be set before performing a backup to ensure consistency? 

A. Blocking the replication queues 

B. Blocking the repository writes 

C. Blocking the repository reads 

D. Blocking the repository queues 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

During security tests it becomes apparent that AEM specific paths were accessible on the publish instance, which
should not be accessible to the public. 

What is the best practice configuration on a publish dispatcher instance? 

A. /0001 { /type "deny" /glob "/system/*"} 

B. /0001 { /type "deny" /glob "*"} 

C. /0001 { /type "deny" /url "/system/*"} 

D. /0001 { /type "deny" /url "/r/*"] 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

What supported web server should a DevOps Engineer use when setting up the dispatcher version 4.3.1 in a Unix
environment? 

A. Nginx 1.14 

B. Apache 2.0 

C. IIS 7.5 

D. Apache 2.4 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-dispatcher/using/getting-started/ release-
notes.html 

 

QUESTION 10

Why does the size of the repository double when running online compaction? 

A. A cache is created to improve performance of compaction. 

B. A backup generation is stored on disk after online compaction. 

C. The first generation is only cleaned after running a second online compaction. 

D. A temporary working generation is stored on disk but removed afterwards. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/experience-manager-64/deploying/deploying/revisioncleanup.html 
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